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Built for Enterprises.
We are among the first developers of BOE's Micro-display. A team of our chief engineers has developed numerous
cutting-edge VR/AR headsets worldwide, including the thinnest 16mm VR glasses in the world in 2016.
Our experience in hardware and software development enables us to serve our customers as technical consultants,
development partners, and suppliers. Our goal is to provide our customers with state-of-the-art AR/VR products while
keeping cost low.
As a strategic partner of BOE's microdisplay, a leading supplier of Near To Eye solutions in China, MetaVision Tech has
integrated outstanding upstream and downstream resources. It is one of the few companies globally that can provide
complete Pancake VR solutions.
OUR ADVANTAGES
World Leader in Near To Eye AR/VR Solutions
The world’s leading Near To Eye optical and display technology.
Always on the forefront of the technology
Launch the world's first compact design pancake optical all-in-one VR headset
OEM/ODM solution for complete system
Providing the complete package with regards to electronic, optical modules, hardware kits, and operating systems.
Over ten years of AR/VR experience
Our core engineers are among the first group of people to research and develop AR/VR in China.
Incorporating with BOE micro-display and other leading-edge technology
By integrating excellent upstream and downstream enterprises in the industry, MetaVision Tech forms a complete and
competitive resources network in the field.
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Products and Services Offerings
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A World Pioneer in The Field of Pancake Optical Near-To-Eye Solutions
BOE is very proud to offer VR/AR display modules as well as AIO solutions. These displays cover the singlescreen and double-screen VR/AR solutions, ranging from 2 to 5.7 inch. BOE offers users a visual, auditory, and
tactile simulative experience. This immerses the user in the background by adopting multiple technologies such as
3D computer graphics, wide viewing angle stereo display technology, and head-eye-hand tracking technology.
We are one of the first BOE Micro-display dealers in China, and our chief engineer has participated in developing
many cutting-edge VR/AR devices worldwide.
Device

BOE MICRO OLED

Type

0.39 inch

0.5 inch

0.71 inch

Appearance

Brightness

300nits

1000nits

1500nits

300nits

2000nits

300nits

1000nits

2000nits

Resolution

1920RGB*1080

1920RGB*1080

1920RGB*1080

800RGB*600

1600RGB*1200

1920RGB*1080

1920RGB*1080

1920RGB*1080

PPI

5644

5644

5644

2000

4000

3147

3147

3147

Frame Rate

25-90Hz

25-90Hz

25-90Hz

25-85Hz

120Hz

25-90Hz

25-90Hz

25-90Hz

Contrast

100,000:1

100,000:1

100,000:1

100,000:1

100,000:1

100,000:1

100,000:1

100,000:1

≤100mW

≤100mW

Consumption

≤300mW@1000nit ≤300mW@1000nit≤300mW@1000nit

≤900mW@1500nit ≤900mW@1500nit≤900mW@1500nit
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A World Pioneer in The Field of Pancake Optical Near-To-Eye Solutions
As the research and development of BOE’s
micro-display, a leading supplier of Near To Eye
solutions in China, MetaVision Tech has
integrated outstanding upstream and
downstream resources in the VR AR industry. It
is one of the few companies globally that can
provide complete solutions for Pancake VR
products.
Our first two Pancake optical VR headsets, M1PRO and Particle, have been completed, and we
will launch our third, Quantum, in early 2023.
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VR SERIES
VIRTUAL GLASSES 3DOF & 6DOF VR HEADSETS

c

M1 PRO
Introducing the world's
lightest VR glasses
featuring a 1000inch
virtual screen and 3D
IMAX

M1 PRO provides a 1000inch VR screen, the world’s

largest-size virtual screen produced by VR glasses.
Featuring an 8000mAh battery, excellent compatibility with
all content devices from daily use phones to Nintendo
Switch, a lightweight of 117g, ultrathin and chic design, it is
the most outstanding virtual screen glasses in the world.
Moreover, the device has an attractive price.
a
Ensures a mature and cost-effective solution.
The solution of its first version was launched in
2016; after years of improvement in cost,
reliability, and features, we are now very
confident in introducing the product to the
consumer market.

Windows

110g

Ultrathin and lightweight
Approx. 110g weight with a similar thickness to
regular glasses.

Android

Compatible with All Your Devices
The device supports all the main operating systems,
including Android, IOS, and Windows which means
it can be connected to all kinds of your daily use
devices like smartphones, laptops, computers, etc.

High Definition 2D&3D Display
Has 3K & 1060PPI high-definition display.
Supports 2D & 3D content. Supports 4K@60HZ
video output.
Ultra-Large-Size Virtual Screen
Provides a 1000inch virtual screen viewed from
66’/20meters away.

IOS/Mac OS

7D

Myopic Adjustment
Support up to 700-degree myopia adjustment (left
and right separate adjustment).
8000mAh Battery
It has an 8000mAh battery and offers over 5 hours
of continuous use.
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1000-Inch Giant Screen
1000''
900''

1000-inch
IMOB IMAX
3D
900-inch
Movie

75''

FOV
68.8°

75-inch
TV

Product Specifications
VR Glasses
Resolution: 1600*1600（1600*1200）
Screen: X2
PPI: 1058pp
Refresh rate: 60HZ
Screen size: 2.1”
Brightness: 80nit
FOV: 68.8° diagonal
Virtual screen size: Equivalent to 1000inch giant screen at
20m(66ft)
Diopter Adjustment: 0-8D myopia
Video Format: 2D & 3D
Thickness: 22mm, 164mm(Width) *57.73mm(High) *195.09mm
(Include frame leg length)
Weight: 130g

Wireless Co-screen Box
Signal: 1600*1200/60Hz, 3200**1200/60Hz, 720p/60Hz,
1080p/60Hz, 4K/60Hz
Connection cable: HDMI (wired connection)
Support system: iOS, Android, Windows ( wireless connection)
Wi-Fi: 2.4g/5.0g
Bluetooth: BT4.0
Battery: 8000mAh (approx. 5hrs continuous working)
Power supply port: Type C
Earphone Connection: 3.5mm Jack
Size: 67mm*125mm*18.7mm
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VS

Lighter
Thinner
More Comfort
Looks like a normal glasses

Particle: World’s First Pancake
All-in-One VR Headset
Incorporating BOE’s Pancake
Optical Technology

World Leading
Pancake Optical
Technology

Dual 1600*1600
BOE 2.1” Fast
LCDs

FOV 96°
Premium Perspective
and Immersion

Qualcomm XR1
The Best Costeffective

251g
Ultra Lightweight

Offer OEM and
ODM Services

The BOE Pancake Lenses in Particle
All-in-One VR Headset help make it
lightweight and compact.
It says that Apple’s AR headset will feature pancake lenses.
Pancake optics technology is where VR tech is going. It
allows a folded design that lets light be reflected back and
forth between screen and lenses, breaking the shackles of
traditional optic design. With the technology, MetaVision’s
Particle VR headset is being more compact, only ¼ the
thickness of a conventional VR headset.
The core principle of the ultra-short VR display technology
is to modulate the polarization state of the optical path
through an optical structure of up to 11 layers, realize the
folded optical path system and carry out an ultra-high
quality image. After years of R&D and practices,
MetaVision successfully brings the pancake optic VR
headset to the consumers to solve the problem of thick
and heavy VR helmets.

Multi-lens
combination with
Military-grade
Accuracy

Multi-layer
Evaporation
and MultiLayer Film

Class 100
Workshop

• Incorporating with the world’s largest display
manufacturer BOE ensures a stable and high-quality
supply of core parts.
• The device can be seamlessly upgraded to 1920*1920 or
2280*2280 resolution,

• XR1 is the world’s most stable and cost-effective
dedicated Extended Reality (XR) chipset for standalone
AR and VR devices. The device is 3DOF and supports
upgrading to 6DOF.
• The fast LCD has the highest pixel density worldwide
among micro-displays. It is a dedicated display for
standalone VR products featuring in high performance
and stability.

Various adjustment methods
Designed for the most users
Support up to 800degree myopia
adjustment (left and
right separate
adjustment)

Pupil
Diameter
4mm

• Support up to 800-degree myopia adjustment (left and
right separate adjustment)
• The inner layer of the device is widened to support
direct wearing with myopia glasses.
• Self-adaptive Interpupillary Distance 58mm-70mm.

Eye
Box=10mm
58mm
64mm
70mm

Lens Center Distance 64mm,
Eyebox=10mm， Selfadaptive Interpupillary
Distance 58mm-70mm

The device can be used
with myopia glasses.
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Confirm Button.
Status Indicator

Immersive 3D Stereo
VR dedicated speakers，
premium quality sound cavity
design

Headband: elastic and
adjustable, easy to
wear and removable

Distance Sensor

Microphone.
Support echo cancellation

Switch Button

Type-C Interface
Charging port
5V／2A
Type-C Interface
Support USB3.1
Support Power Delivery

Removable sponge
interlayer, skinfriendly material

Microphone.
Support echo cancellation

TF Card Slot
Support 256G

Volume up and
down buttons

3.5inch Audio
Interface
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Product Specifications
Product type: All-in-One VR headset
Weight: 251g (without headgear)
Thickness: 30mm
Color: white (support color customization)
CPU: Qualcomm XR1
Cache/memory: 3G/32G, support optional upgrade (4G/64G,
6G/128G, 8G/256G)
Lens: double glass lens + multi-layer film
FOV: 96 degrees
Eyebox: 10mm, self-adaptive interpupillary distance (58-70mm)
Focus: 0.125m-3m, support up to 800-degree myopia adjustment
IMU: 9-axis sensor
Audio: 3.5mm audio output interface
Dual speaker stereo output
Dual Mic Output - Echo Cancellation
Camera: One camera and support extended dual cameras
Interface: Type-C 3.1(support PD output)， Type-C charging port,
5V/2A, TF card slot
Battery: 4000mAh capacity, support 2 working hours per charge
Buttons: power button, home button, volume up and down buttons
Indicator lights: 4 lights for battery, 1 light for status
System: MetaVision OS
Language: English (support other languages)
Certification: According to the destination requirements
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Wear a
lighter, thinner,
and
more
comfortable
VR headset.

NL-101 6D0F All-in-One VR Headset
Features and Datasheet
Qualcomm Snapdragon 845
The device is an all-in-one 6DOF VR headset that
combines a Snapdragon 845 processor with an ultra-HD
resolution display of 3840*2160. It has dual front-facing
cameras and enables 6DOF tracking.
Real 4K Resolution
Featuring a high resolution at 807 PPI. Spot every detail,
and see textures and graphics in stunning quality in the
virtual world.
Next Gen. 6DOF Controller
The controller has the most expansive frequency response
from 0 to 1000Hz and provides an excellent latency
smaller than ten milliseconds.
Support Multiple SDKs
Our VR developer platform has software development kits
for many VR development platforms it supports, e.g.,
Unity, Unreal, Android, Windows, etc.
Many Features
The device has many features, including See Through,
User-defined Room-scale Boundary, Screen Casting, etc.,
and can work with all VR apps/games/movies.

Interaction:
Inside-out 6DoF, Horizontal FOV 230°, Vertical 140° Resolution: 4K
3840*2160
PPI: 807 FOV: 101°
CPU: Qualcomm® SnapdragonTM
RAM: 6GB
Storage: 64GB, Optional 128GB/256GB, Micro SD
WIFI: 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band (2.4GHz, 5.0GHz) Fusion Sensor
Module: Gravity Sensor, Compass, Gyroscope, Ultrasound Sensor,
Range Sensor
Bluetooth: BT 5.0
Connection: Type-C (Supports USB3.1, Power Supply, PC Cable),
3.5mm Headphone Jack, Micro SD Slot
Battery: 4500mAh (Extend to 9000mAh with Battery Belt)
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3DOF&6DOF Devices Operation System Introduction
Structure

Features
Rich SDK Interfaces
The OS provides a rich SDK interface, supporting 6DOF,
eye tracking, gesture/facial/character/voice recognition,
and others.

Easier VR Content Creation
The system integrates many tools such as VR/AR input
methods, browser, player, file manager, Remote Rendering,
Creator, AR Remote Service System, etc. This makes
content creation easier and provides significant
convenience for the developers involved.

Workflow

Device Management
You can control exiting the application in either classroom
or parent mode, clicking buttons when mistakes occur, and
using multiple media resources.
Apps for Option
Create your launcher and remove preinstalled apps you
don't want or aren't using.
Audio & Video
Place space sound effects inside the video using third-party
SDKs, such as spatial audio.
OTA
Distribute and deploy new systems to HMDs to fix bugs,
modify configuration settings, and change user interfaces.
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Comparison Chart
NL-101

M1-PRO
Pancake Solution

Particle
Pancake Solution

Quantum
Pancake Solution

Type

6DoF

Virtual Screen

3DOF

6DOF

CPU

Qualcomm® SnapdragonTM
845

/

Qualcomm XR1

Qualcomm XR2

Pannel

PPI:807

Fast-LCD PPI:1058

Fast-LCD PPI:1058

Resolution

3840*2160

1600*1600*2

1600*1600*2

4K

FPS

72Hz

60Hz

75Hz

90Hz

Model
Design

FOV

101°

70°

96°

96°

Lens type

aspherics

Pancake

Pancake

Pancake

Special Optical Feature

/

0-700° myopia adjustable

0-800° myopia adjustable 0-800° myopia adjustable

4500mAh
Battery

(Extend to 9000mAh with
Battery Belt)

Li-ion 8000mAh

Li-ion 4000mAh

5000-5500mAh

BT

BT5.0

BT4.0

BT5.0

BT5.0

Wifi

802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dualband (2.4+5.0GHz )

802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dualband (2.4+5.0GHz )

802.11b/g/n/ac

Wi-Fi 6

Sensor

Gravity Sensor, Compass,
Gyroscope, Ultrasound
Sensor, Range Sensor

/

1 KHz 9 axis sensor、
Opstical distance sensor

9axisIMU（Gyroscopes,
accelerometer,
magnetometer), Proximity
sensor× 1

Audio

Width Mini speaker

3.5inch headphone port
built-in microphone

Width Mini speaker,3.5inch
headphone port

HAS mic and supports
eliminate echo

RAM

6GB

/

3G/4G/6G

6G/8G

ROM

64GB

/

EMMC 32/64/128GB/256G

128G/256G UFS 3.0

SD card up to

256G

/

256G

/

Weight

390g(host)

117g(host)

250g（all-in-one）

Less than 300g (All-in-One)
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Quantum
Launch Time: Q1 2023
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Operation System OEM & ODM Offerings
Enhance Brand Awareness
Enhance the start-up animation, image, or UI to
display the content that the enterprise wants.
HW&SW Integration
Customize your communication mechanism and
make data transfer much easier and faster.
Kiosk Mode
You can power on the device directly into your
content. Control and limit the device's use to just
one app.
Integration of Many AR/VR Technologies
The system integrates cutting-edge technologies
such as DTR, Optical Distortion and Dispersion,
Sensor Integration and STP UI View
Customization, Realtime system, Adaptive UI
Layout, etc.

In-depth Development Support
Based on the core VR/AR technology, the system
provides users with various algorithms, system
engines, and application tools, which allow users to
develop independently and provide in-depth
customization services. MetaVision provides
complete documentation.
In-depth Customization
•
•
•

Custom launcher/custom visual interface
Establish a new platform on the customer server
Open source (3DOF & 6DOF algorithm Library)

Key Mapping
You can remap or disable buttons and give them a
new meaning.
Resource Encryption
The managed resources can be encrypted to
prevent unauthorized access and extraction. The
encrypted dog can be used as a key to unlock the
resources.
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LightAR Series
LightAR-A LightAR-S LightAR-C
Industrial Use & Consumer Use

LightAR-S
The device applies the split-type design,
which integrates the battery, mainboard, and
other components into the controller box,
reducing the headset's weight to about 60
grams and providing necessary interactive
controller and connection ports.
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LightAR-S is the most full-featured AR glass and provides OEM & ODM solutions.
Featuring waveguide technology, LightAR-S is
MetaVision’s another world-class AR headset designed
for enterprise customers. The device combines 4G, 5G,
Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi connectivity and supports the
four global GNSS systems. It can build a reliable and
fast-speed connection between the digital and real
worlds anytime and anywhere. Equipped with a 4k
Camera, Qualcomm XR1, and 60g lightweight, the
product is an ideal device for delivering enhanced
functionality for hands-free inspection and remote
teamwork.
Connection Anytime and Anywhere
•
•
•

The device supports SA and NSA mode, which makes
it compatible with the 5G/4G/3G network; moreover,
it has BT5.0 and WiFi connectivity.
It supports the 5 GNSS constellations, including GPS
(US), QZSS (Japan), BEIDOU (China), GALILEO (EU),
and GLONASS (Russia).
The device enables a significant connection between
users, the digital world, and the real world.

Excellent Input and Output
•

Input: the product features a 4K (@60Hz) 8-millionpixel camera that can take 3840 by 2180 videos; As
well as it is also equipped with a fill light that enables
the users to record clear video even in a dark
environment.

•

Output: Incorporating the world’s leading waveguide
display technology, the device provides 1280 by 720
display resolution and a brightness of 450cd/㎡ , and a
FOV up to 67.7 degrees.

Other Great features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact design with 60g lightweight
Has two adjustable nose pads for fit adjustment
Supports direct wearing with myopia glasses
It is reserved a space for the installation of additional
myopia lenses
Has 8100mAm large battery and supports QC3.0 fast
charge
Supports 3D content
Provides 3 DOF (rotational) head-tracking
Has handhold control box
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LightAR-S Use Scenarios
Face Recognition for Public Safety & Law
Enforcement

The product allows users immediately scan and recognize
suspicious individuals and transmit the data to the
computing center, which will compare the face
information that is recorded in the database. Meanwhile,
the base station can command multiple terminals and
control the situation. In the same way, the technology
can be deployed in License Plate recognition and other
customized content recognition.

Maintenance and Repair Assistance in
Industrial Inspections

Working over the existing Wi-Fi (or other connectivity),
the AR glasses transfer a live video stream from the site
wearer to the base station center and enables real-time,
two-way audiovisual communication between the onsite workers and the base station experts. And the base
station center can share additional assisting information
with the site wearers, such as documentation,
annotations, visual guidance, and more.
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LightAR-S Use Scenarios
SOP Guidance

For use in industrial manufacturing and production, The
LightAR-S allows the wearer to see and hear all production
and inspection steps and quickly recognize any potential
problems to increase production efficiency and quality.

Medical Emergency

The product can quickly call the hospital headquarters and
report the emergency of on-site patients in real-time. At the
same time, experts can remotely give guidance and
suggestions based on on-site feedback for a medical
emergency.

Video Calling

The device can kick off multi-person video calling. With realtime screen sharing and freeze annotation, the device
significantly improves meeting efficiency and provides a
workable virtual large screen solution in travel and outing
usage.
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Parts of LightAR-S
The AR Glasses
Display Screen

The Control Box
Fill light

Volume+
Display
Camera

Volume-

Confirm

Volume+

Touch Pad

Back

Volume-

Back

Touch rail

Confirm

Note:You can remap buttons and give them a new meaning.

Product Specifications
AR Glasses

Control Box

Weight: 60g
Resolution: 1280x720
FOV: 34°
Optical Solution: Monocular (right eye)
Ports: Type-C
Camera Resolution: 3840x2160
Audio: Dual speakers, dual microphones
Supports speech recognition (under 85db ambient
noise)
Application & SDK: Remote collaboration
Face Recognition Distance: Up to 8 meters
License Plate Recognition Distance: Up to 10
meters
Controls: 4 mechanical keys; Right touch;
3DOF Head Tracking
Output Resolution:
2D: 1920x1080@60hz
3D: 3840x1080@60hz

System: Android 10.0
CPU: SDA845, 8 cores 385 @2.6Ghz
Memory: 4G+64G
WiFi: IEE 802.11 b/g/n/ac, 2.4G/5G ,2*2 MIMO
Bluetooth: BT5.0
GNSS: GPS/GLONASS/BEIDOU/GALILEO/QZSS
5G (Optional): 5G modem SDX55, supports
SA/SNA mode.
Supports ENDC
Display: 1.3 inch OLED
Output Port: Type-C
Battery: 8100mAh (removable)
Charging: Supports QC3.0
Others: Power Key, Speaker, Touch Panel,
Headphone connector, RJ45
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LightAR-A
The All-in-One AR Headset combines an
RGB camera and IR camera, features the
world’s leading waveguide optical technology,
and provides many flexibilities for multiple
scenarios.
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BOE Waveguide Optical Display Technology for AR Glasses
BOE’s thin optical waveguide display features a 40degree FOV and 1080p HD resolution. The whole AR
headset only weighs 370g and can be freely adjusted
in size and angle. Moreover, it is equipped with an
adaptive shading technology that ensures the device
can work under strong sunlight.
The product integrates with an RGB camera and IR
camera and supports rich SDK interfaces. It provides
great convenience for many scenarios.

Optical Waveguide & Micro OLED
The device uses cutting-edge waveguide-based see-through
optics plus a 1080p HD display.

Lightweight and Compact
Lightweight 370g (all body) and compact design suits all
working environments.

Dynamic Contrast
Automatically optimize the image luminance based on the
brightness of the content your camera captures.

Suitable for All Wearers
Free angle and size adjustment, suitable for all wearers

Quick Start
One-click start, real-time dynamic monitoring
Combined RGB Camera and IR Camera
It is suitable for multiple scenarios such as fire rescue,
industrial maintenance, etc.

WIFI/4G/5G
It adapts to various network environments.
Support OEM/ODM
BOE supply chain certified factory with reliable production
capacity.
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Multifunctional All-in-One AR Headset
The device combines an RGB camera and IR camera. The scene's conventional and thermal
images can be collected from the prospect's camera and transmitted to the users and the
rear commanders in real-time. In a fire rescue, the device can quickly help users locate the
living creature in the smoke. It can help users quickly find the fault points and communicate
with the rear commander for inspection work. It is compatible with WIFI, 4G, and 5G and
can adapt to various network environments to ensure smooth video streaming.

Real-Time and Smooth Streaming
The device is based on Linus AP, simplifies the startup path, and enables one-key startup. It
integrates a Quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 GPU process plus 4GB RAM and large memory. The
product supports the interconnection between the AR headsets and the server and can
upload the recorded data quickly, realizing real-time sharing with less than 1s delay.

Support dual channel of RGB camera and IR camera simultaneous
recording and broadcasting
RGB Image

IR Image

The AR headset supports dual channels (RGB camera and IR camera) for real-time recording
and broadcasting. Offering 1080p image quality and up to 30fps transmission frame rate
enables seamless interactions and lets users and remote co-workers better understand their
site environment.

Rich SDK interface
It supports multiple SDK interfaces such as face recognition, QR code recognition, voice
interaction, and other secondary development.
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Parts of Light AR-A

Operating Status
Indicator

Headset
band

Battery
compartment

Card Slot
Button
Operation
Area

Main Control Box

Infrared camera
RGB Camera
Angle Adjustment
Shaft

Waveguide
display
Opto-mechanical Module

Micro USB
On/Off
Button
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Product Specifications
Category: Monocular all-in-one AR headset
Weight: 370g (including battery)
Color: Black (support color customization)
CPU: Quad-core ARM Cortex-A7, 1.5GHz
RAM: 4GB
ROM: 8GB
Display resolution: 1080P
Display refresh rate: 60Hz
FOV: 40°
Eye Box: 8*8 (mm)
Camera: 1080P RGB Camera , IR Camera@8~14um
External interface: Type-c interface supporting
video data transmission
SIM card slot and SD card slot; USB charging port
Network: Support Wifi/4G/5G
Battery: 3800mAh(or optional)
Buttons: On/Off button and camera switch button
(RGB&IR)
Indicator light: Battery power indicator and working
status indicator
System: Linux
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LightAR-C
With a compact design and ultralightweight AR glasses, immerse in the
entertainment and stay longer
comfortably.
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Immersive 172 Inch Screen
AR Glasses. Pocket Cinema.
The AR smart glasses create a high-quality expanded
view, equivalent to watching a 172-inch screen at 6
meters. Explore a vivid and clear cinema-like feeling
delivered by dual 1080p Micro OLED panels while
stereo speakers bring ultra-rich sound.

•
•
•
•
•

Smart glasses weigh just 69g (body).
See-through Surroundings
Featuring in magnetic myopia frame and
removable mirror cover provides more
convenience.
Comfort yourself with a foldable, frameless, skinfriendly design.
The device is compatible with mainstream
Android cell phones, tablets, game consoles,
drones, and laptops supporting USB Type-C with
DisplayPort Alternate Mode.

Display type: Micro OLED
Resolution: Dual 1080P display
Aspect ratio: 16:9
FOV: 40°
Refresh Rate: 60Hz
PPD: 55
Viewing Size: 172’’ @6M
Audio: Dual Speaker
Port: USB Type C
Sensor: Accelerometer, Gyro, Compass, P sensor
Connectivity: USB Type C with Display Port
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ODM Case Study - QA’s Smart Sleeper
QA is an innovative brand focused on sleep
improvement based in China. The client wants to
comprehensively improve human sleep conditions by
alleviating anxiety and stress through psychology,
medical treatment methods, and modern high
technology.
How do we work?
Product Concepts Generation
We then refine the information we acquired in the
preceding step, and do market research, to deeply
understand the needs and wants of the target customers.
Furthermore, with the advice from experts in psychology,
sleep science, artificial intelligence, business, consumer
design, etc., we generate the product concepts.

Prototype
We use rapid prototype technology such as SLA to make
a physical model. However, it still took us 15 weeks to
finish the prototype. Ideas are developed and tested in
rapid design circles.
Beta version’s launching and refine
The first version was launched as a beta at the end of
2020. Later the refined version was introduced in May
2021, providing access to apps from different mobile
devices according to the feedback of the beta version.

Results
With this product, QA has become the first
brand of VR smart sleeper in the premium
class in China market.

Concepts screening
Various concepts and cost plans are made and submitted to
discuss the merits & demerits. We ensure the confirmed
plan has commercial staying power and can be developed
quickly.
3D Mock-up
We make 3D mock-ups to ensure a better understanding
of our industrial design solutions by the partner.

Between 2016 and 2020, the overall market
size of China's sleep economy has grown from 261.63
billion yuan to 377.86 billion yuan,
an increase of 44.42%.(iimedia)
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Features
•

The Smart sleeper gives users a fully immersive
experience for the eyes and ears as if you are in
the scene, creating a perfect relaxing
environment.

•

Providing personalized sleep aid program

•

Combining medical-grade sleep guidance with
meditative, cathartic VR content and light and
sound therapy technology helps users fall asleep
naturally in 10 mins.

•

With biofeedback sensor technology, the device
can record users’ sleep data in real-time.
Moreover, the product can adjust the display
content according to users’ sleep status using
state-of-the-art AI recognition technology.

•

Sleep data record and analysis as well as
generating sleep report

•

Ergonomic design, ultra-light, no sense of
wearing

Mission
Utilizing our expertise,
relationship, and resources to
provide outstanding products
and services to make AR&VR
more accessible for enterprises.
Tell us more about your needs; email us at:
marketing@metavisi.cc
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Shenzhen MetaVision Tech. Co., Ltd
metavisi.cc

